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Abstract7

In the present research the bases of social consensus in Holy Quran and the Constitution law8

have been studied. In every society social consensus has been affected by various factors, but9

certainly the ideological, legal and political bases in every society have an important role in it.10

This study has emphasized on the teachings of Holy Qur’an the Constitution law. It is a11

qualitative content analysis with semantic, box and cumulative classifications, the unit of12

content analysis and two corpuses for analysis (Holy Qur’an and The Constitution Law). The13

results show that the teachings of Holy Qur’an from the ideological, social and political point14

of view have formed the basis of social consensus that from the political legal point of view15

has been realized in the Constitution Law, too. It forms the base of convergence behaviors in16

the society. It has been realized in value, cognitive, functional, rank and conventional17

dimensions in the Constitution Law.18

19

Index terms— social consensus-holy qur’an-constitution law.20

1 Introduction21

ne of the important capacities of social behavior, including social consensus is based on the beliefs of that society.22
In Iran society, Holy Qur’an is the unique source of inspiring of people’s behaviors. So the look of this Holy Book23
on social behavior, including social consensus is of great importance [1][2][3].24

From Holy Qur’an’s point of view, human factors act as cohesive ties for human consensus that they are rooted25
in deep heartfelt beliefs. It shows itself in political & social behaviors of that people ??Tabatabayee, 1984). From26
Islam’s point of view, the most important political unit is the Nation of Islam-the Ummah-that is indicative of27
a kind of public and universal consensus. The Umma can be composed of people & groups [4].28

There are many verses in Holly Qur’an that encourages the social consensus directly. This study has29
investigated which verses have emphasized on social consensus & from which view they have done so. Furthermore,30
in the political area, Constitution Law forms the content of a political system. This law can have a high potential31
in convergence or divergence in a society.32

For this reason, the present study has revealed the laws that make ground for the social consensus in Iran33
society [5].34

a) The theoretical model of social consensus evaluation ??owenthal (1979) believes that for identifying the35
social consensus in a society, we should study people’s tendencies in that society to 3 levels of ”system”, ”process”’36
and ”policy”. The theoretical model for the present study is the evaluation of social consensus based on Lowenthal37
theory, at the system level. Perhaps the most important factor of the citizen’s tendency at the ”system level” is38
the base of the legitimacy of the government. As we know, the concept of consensus, culture and legitimacy are39
interrelated concepts ??Hoseini, 2006:72). Now, considering the interrelation of the concepts of the culture and40
legitimacy, we ask how cultural values affect on political system’s legitimacy. In other words, how the members of41
a political system look at the legitimacy of that system, based on their criteria, norms and values ??Lowenthal,42
1979:462). To answering this question, it can be said if people follow a system according to the present traditions,43
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3 METHODOLOGY

that system has the traditional legitimacy and if they follow it based on the divine light of the leader, that system44
will have a divine legitimacy and finally if in a system the policy making and employing people are done by legal45
and intellectual manner, that system will have a legal-intellectual dominance. As a result the bases of legitimacy46
are composed of: tradition, divinity and intellectuality. These cultural bases lead to legitimacy of a political47
system and social consensus. In order to know which bases the social consensus has in Iran, we can trace the48
discussion in each historical period: pre-Islamic, Islamic, safavid dynasty period up to Islamic revolution and49
after Islamic revolution [4][5][6].50

It can be said that the social consensus in the first period, pre-Islamic period, was divinity. People obey the51
power authorities because they suppose they deserve it and God has gifted them the divinity light ??Rajayee,52
1992:7). The social consensus in Islamic period was based on religious traditions, customs and rituals. From53
Safavid period to Islamic revolution, the factors of social consensus were religious traditions, customs and rituals54
of Shia, and a belief to divinity of safavid kings (Ibid, p. 8).55

2 O56

The Mashrute revolution was a turning point because at the beginning western thoughts and ideas made their57
way toward Iran and in this way the cultural social consensus was transformed. The traditions, customs and58
rituals were no longer bases for social consensus; instead it found intellectual-legal bases. During this period,59
Iran for the first time had the constitution law and legislated man-made rules, both based on social conventions60
and ideas. From then on, people gained access to social consensus, and social solidarity was reinforced based on61
the conventions ??Hoseini, 2006:134).62

After the Islamic revolution, bases of social consensus on traditions were empowered again and along with legal63
and intellectual factors (with ratification of the new constitution law in Iran after revolution) and the charismatic64
base led to social consensus and solidarity. The charismatic base that was appeared after the revolution because65
of the charismatic leadership guarantees the social consensus in Iran. Therefore in this research two important66
sources of social consensus including religious beliefs that inspires the religious teachings and the Constitution67
Law that is the basis of political legitimacy, have been studied [7][8].68

b) The concept of social consensus in Holly Qur’an Some of the terms that are related to social consensus in69
Holly Qur’an are: ??????? (help), ??????? (public), ???????? (society), ????? (gathering), ??????? (assembly),70
??????????? (friendship), ?????? ????????? (brotherhood), ???????)?(unity?? ?????? , (love) ?????? ) ???? 3.71
?????? , ??????? ???????,? means brotherhood in all of the life affairs even the social and economical issues as72
the Holy prophet Mohammad (P. B. U. H.) who make Muslims brother in Madinato-al-Nabi, so as to be partner73
in all of their life affairs. In Holy Qur’an it is there is:« ???????? ?ï»?”?????????? ?????? ?????????? ?????? »74

The believers are but brethren, therefore make peace between your brethren and be careful of your duty to75
Allah that mercy may be had on you. (Hujurat: 10) And: ???????«? ????????76

3 Methodology77

This is a qualitative content analysis study. The corpuses for analysis (statistical sampling) involve Holy Qur’an78
and Iran Constitution Law. Using coding method, both of them have been codified.79

In coding system there are 3 classifications: descriptive, combinational and semantic. This study has been done80
based on semantic classification. We use cumulative classification for the conceptual model of social consensus81
in Holy Qur’an and box classification for studying the Constitution Law. The categories used in Holy Qur’an82
have been divided into two parts: social basics and political basics. They both have been sub classified that83
are represented in the analytical model. In conceptual modeling of social consensus we use box method. First84
we divided social consensus to 5 categories: value consensus, functional consensus, cognitive consensus, rank85
consensus and conventional consensus. Then the related articles of the Constitution Law were extracted. The86
content unit in this study for recording unit is the subject or content and for base unit are verses of Holy Qur’an87
related to social consensus and the Constitution Law’s articles.88

As you see in this model, we use accumulative method for classification of the categories of the social consensus.89
In this method, the text is being studied carefully and during the study, the categories are being extracted,90
classified and integrated and finally the categories related to social consensus are being determined in 2 parts:91
the social bases of consensus and the political bases of consensus. Then we identify 5 categories for social bases92
of consensus:93

1. A superior and absolute ideal 2. Governance of law in the society 3. Faith 4. Piety 5. Real participation94
of people in governing 6. Making opportunity for social movements Also regarding the political basics of social95
consensus, two categories have been considered: universality of Islam and Islam’s standpoint about nationalism.96
Then the related verses of Holy Qur’an have been studied.97

In studying the Constitution Law, box classification has been used. In this method, analytical categories98
are considered at first. Then the text is studied. Accordingly social consensus is divided to 5 categories:99
value consensus (consensus on fundamental ideals of the society), functional consensus (it means conventional100
acceptance of the right and own duties and others’ duties), rank consensus (consent on individual and public merits101
of humans), cognitive consensus (consent on understanding and doing), and conventional consensus (consent on102
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the behaviors of people and expectations). Then all of the articles of the Constitution Law are studied and social103
consensus is extracted from the Constitution Law based on these theories.104

Corpus:105
1. Holy Qur’an and the social consensus For studying the social consensus in Holy Qur’an we looked at it from106

two views. First social basics of social consensus will be studied. Then we have a look at the political basics of107
it: a) Social basics of consensus in Holy Qur’an108

The basics and fundamental conditions that make the ground for the social consensus in the society and its109
permanence and have been considered in Holy Qur’an too, are as the followings: i.110

4 A superior and absolute ideal111

If a society has a superior and absolute ideal, that is the ultimate end of the people on that society, there appears112
an axis that social consensus forms around it and last. In Islam, monotheism and God are those superior and113
absolute ideals and the ultimate perfection. These make all Muslims united. They all turn to God and step in114
His road. Their deeds are done for closeness to God, and in His way. If not, they will be worthless.115

ii.116

5 Faith117

It means believing in one absolute God. It is one of the most important factors of forming the public consensus118
that makes the people brethren of each other, close hearts together and paves the way for realization of consensus.119
« ????....? ???ï»?”???? ??? ???????? ???????ïº?”? ???????? ?ï»?”??? ????? ?????? ??? ???????? ???? ???ï»?”??120
?»ï»?”??? Therefore, whoever disbelieves in the shaitan and believes in Allah, he indeed has laid hold on the121
firmest handle, which shall not break off,... (Bagharah: 256)122

So faith is the resort to a firm cycle because it has salient social effects. It takes the person out of the isolation123
and submerges him in the society. As a result, he ignores individual benefits and is loyal to social expediencies.124

Faith can result in ”sacrifice” for others and the society. The believer may give his life for the faith and for125
the survival of the public and even devote his life for others (to be martyred for God). Our prophet Mohammed126
(P.B.U.H) says:” .... ??????? ??????? ? ???? ???????? ?????? ??? ”127

The most honorable faith is that of keeping people safe. (Nahj-ol-Balagha: 1958: 214) iii.128

6 Piety129

Piety can be one of the most important factors for creating social consensus. The word derives from????? that130
means controlling the self and keeping it away from the evils, dangers and sins (especially when they take public131
form). It leads to controlling the society and uniting its members. If a society bases its fundamental on faith,132
surely it can achieve a social consensus based on purity.” ??ï»?”?? ????? ???????? ? ???? ???? ???? ???????133
??????? ??? ???? ???? ?????? ????? ???????? ? ???? ???? ??ï»?”??? ?????? ????? ?ï»?”?? ??????? ?ï»?”??????134
??? ????? ????? ”135

Is he therefore, better who lays his foundation on fear of Allah and (His) good pleasure, or he who lays his136
foundation on the edge of a creating hollowed bank, so it broke down with him into the fire of hell. (Baraat, 109)137
iv.138

7 Government of law in Society139

Social consensus depends on a convention that in that convention, the rights and duties of the members of the140
society and the officials are being defined clearly and all the rights of individuals and groups are recognized141
officially and justly. Then in establishment the social consensus: First, there should be organized and ordered142
rules. Second, the rights of all of the members of the society should be recognized officially. Third, member’s143
duties and rights should be stated explicitly. Fourth, the laws should have public legitimacy.144

From the Qur’an’s point of view and the traditions, the necessity of these laws whether in the forms of145
intellectual laws or Islamic laws has been emphasized: ?,???? ?,????? ??????? (the Islamic law) represents law146
and its necessary for the society.”147

In the third verse the Islamic law that is legislated by God, is mentioned, like the last two verses. But in this148
verse following of that Islamic law has been added.149

v.150

8 The possibility of participation of people in government151

According to Holly Qur’an and the religious leaders, man is the successor of the God on the earth. This is applied152
to human beings generally, not a certain individual. The Holy Qur’an says:” ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ????153
??? ”154

And He is who has made you successor in the land. (Annam: 165) Or:” ?????? ???ï»?”??? ???????? ?...155
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16 ISLAM AND INTERNATIONALIST VIEW

9 .?? ???????? ?????? ????? ”156

Who answers the distressed one when he calls upon Him and removes the evil, and He will make you successors157
in the earth. (Naml: 62)??????? ????? ??????? ????????? ? ?????? ????? ????????? ?????? ???158

The succession of man on the earth has various dimensions. One of the most important one is that of his159
control on himself and his destiny that is called ”sovereignty of human”.160

And thus we have made you a medium (Just) nation that you may be the bearers of witness to the people.161
Islam is the last heavenly religion. It is a universal and a broad-based school. After it the missions of the prophets162
ended and it is a firm reason for its universality. Furthermore, it is comprehensive so that it can meet all the163
guiding needs in the lifetime.164

10 ?????? ?????? ?ï»?”?? ???? ?????? ???? ??????? ” ”165

Nor anything green nor dry but (it is all) in a clear book. (Anam: 59) Additionally, Islam is an innate religion,166
i. e. it is in harmony with man’s innateness and his inherent nature.167

11 ??????? ??????? ????? ?????? ??????? ??? ??????? ???????168

?ï»?”??? ?????? ???? ?ï»?”????169

The Nature made by Allah in which He has made men, there is no altering of Allah’s creation; that is the right170
religion. (Rum: 30)171

Then its innateness shows its universality; because it conforms to equal innate characters of all human beings.172
As Sadr (1981) says the ideology and the beliefs have humane aspect when it paves the way for all human173
beings to burst in to bloom all their talents. It harmonizes all of the aspects of human being so that there is no174
contradiction between them and it is possible only when it deals with humanity and its genuineness, as God has175
created it, without denying man’s talents, abilities, needs and fixed and variable values. Also Holly Qur’an has176
introduced the mission of Islam as universal and says the prophet, Mohammad (P. B. U. H) is the prophet of177
all human beings: ?????????? ??????? ???? ????????? ????? And we have not sent you but as a mercy to the178
worlds. (Anbiya: 107)179

12 ??????? ???? ???ï»?”? ? ???? ????????? ?????180

And we have not sent you but to all the men. (Saba: 28) Then Mohammad’s mission is not an ethnic, tribal,181
racial and national mission. It is not limited to a social class. It is universal. According to the reasoning in Holly182
Qur’an, Islam will be practically universal too, that is the aim of prophecy.183

13 ????? ??????? ????? ???????? ?????? ????? ??? ????????184

??????? ?????? ????????185

(Fateh: 28, Saff: 9)186
He is who sent His Apostle with the guidance and the true religion that he makes it.187
Furthermore, when Holly Qur’an tells about honoring of human being, it wants all know about his esteem.188

14 ..... ????? ????? ??????? ????? ???189

15 And surely we have honored the children of Adam. (Bani-190

Israel: 70)191

In general, this religion creates universal consensus among people because it involves common principles among192
them. Sadr (ibid: 93) says: For universality of an invitation, it is not enough that make it universal, but it193
should have common principles among humans. It should have the ability to take them out of the darkness and194
lead them to brightness and promote them to recognition, consciousness and responsibility.195

It can solve the difficulties of the nations so that it doesn’t contradict with unity of humanity and their heartfelt196
solidarity and these conditions all are involved in Islam.197

Furthermore, many verses of Holy Qur’an are addressed to ????? (people). ?????? ??????? ( o people) is the198
clear sound of Holy Qur’an and the tradition.199

ii.200

16 Islam and internationalist view201

Internationalism means super national and super-border tendencies with considering super national benefits202
according to human criteria. This involves those beliefs that are based on common benefits of different nations203
and ethnic groups of the world, also the possibility of cooperation and co-existence and help so that the borders204
will be removed and they will be unified (Babayee: 1990: 84).205

Internationalism is a viewpoint that reside somewhere between nationalism and cosmopolitanism. Cos-206
mopolitism means deletion of every criteria and measure for human unification and consensus and replacement207
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of some irresponsibility to those criteria and standards that can exist for the creation of the nationality and the208
solidarity of humans, but nationalism involves ethnic group criteria.209

Islam’s viewpoint, as with its humanitarian mission, is an international view in its broad sense. Accordingly,210
consensus and solidarity are based on common factors among humans that go beyond racial, group and rank211
borders. They will lead to a universal government within which the most important factor of social consensus212
are feelings, faith and desired political system common to all human beings. This Islamic internationalism is213
different from that of Marxist that seeks the bases of universal solidarity and consensus in economical factors. It214
emphasizes on unity of humanity, beliefs, feeling and religious ideals, as Holy Qur’an says:????? ??????? ??????215
?????? ??????? ??ï»?”?? ???? ??????? ?????? ?????????? ????????????? ??????? ? ???????????????? Nisa (1)216

O people! Be careful of ( your duty to) your lord, who created you from a single being and created its mate of217
the same (kind) and spread from these two, many men and women... Then as far as origin, base, aim, mission,218
insight and teachings are concerned, Islam has an international viewpoint and it is confirmed by the great scholars219
and jurisconsults like Abunasr-e-Farabi, Avesina, Molla sadra, Seyyed Jamalo-al-dine Asadabadi, shahid sadr,220
Imam Khomeyni,... As a matter of fact because of human logic and universal mission and its internationalism,221
Islam basically hasn’t confirmed the internationalism, sectarianism and ethnicity especially if they are barriers222
to public consensus. So not only none of its teachings shows any inclination to ethnic, rank or racial priorities,223
but also its criteria and measures are universal and belong to all human beings:224

17 ???????? ??????ï»?”???? ????????????? ??????????225

?????????? ???? ???????????? ????????????? ????????226

???????227

O, you men! Surely we have created you of a male and a female, and made you n tribes and families that you228
may know each other; Surely the most honorable of you with Allah is the one among you most careful (of his229
duty)...( Hujurat:11) Additionally, in Baraat: 24 man is forbidden of ethnic and tribal consideration firmly.230

18 c) The concept of social consensus in Iran constitution law231

In this part, first we divide consensus to 5 categories: functional, conventional, cognitive, value and rank232
consensus. Second, they are defined. And then they are studied in the articles of the constitution law.233

i.234

19 Conventional consensus and Iran constitution law235

Conventional consensus is conventional acceptance of authority and freedom in the shade of security, consent,236
order, peace, justice, fairness and promotion for owners of right and duty ??Chalabi: 1992: 28).237

Islamic revolution of Iran comes into existence on one hand of denial of monarchic political-legal system and238
on the other hand of consensus on creating a new political-legal system in the form of the constitution law of239
Islamic republic of Iran. In this process, the instrumental and content diagram of conventions and contracts of240
the superiors of the revolution is the constitution law. In its introduction it is claimed that the written and241
collected text of the constitution law is the reflection of the desire of Islamic nation (necessary aspect) that by242
means of it the internal autocratic and external domination (based on dispossession aspect) were broken down.243

Articles of the constitution law confirm that the long lasting belief of Iranians to the government of right244
and justice is the basis of the Islamic revolution of Iran and the Islamic republic confirmed in referendum was245
announced as Iran’s government. So both the form and the content of Islamic revolution and the two referendums246
represent that in early stages of the revolution, Iranian made a pledge for what they desire and what they don’t247
desire, in written and non-written form and they have consensus on them. This is called the conventional248
consensus that is the sign of the most basic needs. And it shouldn’t be forgotten that justice, anti-autocracy,249
public life with right, justice and fair and freedom have always been the most basic needs of Iranians that are250
being realized in Mashrute revolution, in nationalization of Iranians Oil Industry and in Islamic revolution of251
Iran. The basis and theme of convectional consensus are not being supposed to change.252

ii.253

20 Value consensus and the constitution law of Islamic republic254

of Iran255

Value consensus is defined as optimism and consensus on political ends of the society and common norms and256
basic ideals of the society (Chalabi: ibid: 17). Some of the ideals that are regarded as the most basic norms are257
as following:258

In individual and humanistic area (articles 19, 56, 154), the equal right of Iranians, mastering of man on his259
own destiny, his happiness in the society; in the area of public life, family and group life, sacredness of family;260
In social area (articles 1, 2, 4, 5), long-standing belief in Islamic government and its basics and acceptance of261
religion and leadership for the governing; in the foreign policy area (articles 152, 11), the rejection of all forms262
of domination, the attainment of independence of the country and its territorial integrity and the defense of the263
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22 RANK CONSENSUS AND IRAN CONSTITUTION LAW

rights of all Muslims, non-alignment with respect to the hegemonic superpowers, and peaceful relations with all264
non-belligerent states and the attempt for unification of Islamic nations and nation-making; in economical area265
(article 43), economical independence, removing poverty, employment, leisure possibilities, rejection of wrong266
trades and prohibition of extravagance and wastefulness in all matters related to the economy and in military267
area (article 144), Islamic army, ideological army, public, devoted, all are value consensus of Islamic republic268
and the constitution law. These values can be considered as indispensable result of governing that if they are269
executed, we can have a strong and healthy society with good citizens and the rulers who find the best policies.270

iii.271

21 Cognitive consensus and Iran constitution law272

Cognitive consensus is the common consensus on methods of seeing, feeling, doing and having relationships with273
others. It is also the process of cognition that involves the problem-solving through attention, thinking and274
temporal expression ??Ghamari: 2005:111).275

The common methods of seeing, feeling friendly, marching together, uniting in a single destiny are of the other276
basics of consensus that are found in the constitution law of Iran in various forms. In the individual right area277
(articles 27, 112, 13, 14, 20), freedom, safety, prohibitions and limitations; in basics area (articles 6, 7, 8, 9, 50,278
100, 101, 104, 106), honoring the public opinions, inseparability of independence, freedom and honoring enjoying279
the good and forbidding evil; in the symbol area (articles 15-18), common script, language, formal date and280
declaration of existence; in leadership and governing area (articles 5, 75, 107, 108 and 111) honoring the leader281
and methods of choice, supervision and dismissal; in executing area (articles ??, 29, 30, 31, 60, 114, 116-120,282
130, 131, 135, 139-141), government’s duties in establishing the welfare, security and the methods of selection,283
supervision and dismissal; in legislative area (articles 57, 59, 65, 66, 68, 69, 73, 74, 77-83, 86-89, 92-95, 98 &284
99), the basics of legislation in Majlis (the Islamic consultative Assembly), preservation of the endurance of the285
Majlis, selection of the best Majlis deputies, different supervision of Majlis on behalf of people on public affairs286
of the country, defence of Shariah (Islamic law) and the constitution law and the very importance and validity287
of knowing the way public affair of the country are managed: in the Judiciary area ??articles 32-42, 61, 156,288
159, 162, 164-166, 168, 169, 171, 172), preservation of the accused’s rights, the legal settlement of the claims,289
protection of public rights, extending the justice execution, performing the divine orders and honoring the right,290
Justice and fair in orders of the court as the most meritorious duties of judges; in economical and financial areas291
(articles 28, 44-49, 51-55) the legitimacy of the ownership in accordance with the Shariah, religiously forbidden of292
every nonhumanistic and non-religious gain and legality of the budget and the tax and being three dimensional293
forms of economical management; in military and security area (articles 81,145, 146, 149, 151, 153), preventing294
severely of every foreign domination on the country’s affairs and empowering people for armed defense of the295
country; in the area of resolving the problems (articles 110, 112), center for resolving the problems and its296
methods; and in revision area (articles 132 & 177), revision, its pioneer, the revisionists and the important role297
of the people and leadership are among the case of consensus in the constitution law.298

is keeping watch of the sanctities, honoring the possession, and try is to access to what people don’t have that299
can be done in various forms according to temporal and local conditions and various tools. iv.300

22 Rank consensus and Iran constitution law301

Rank consensus means consensus on the set of capabilities of a person which is supposed by a legal structure and302
on the set of the rewards and punishments that every society establishes for each person in every social ranks303
??ibid, 2007:16).304

There are some acquired ranks or hierarchical ranks in some fields that are shown in the constitution law and305
they involves various areas; in leadership (articles 5, 107, 109, 110, 117), Faghih with various features and special306
characteristics and determined and comprehensive authority ; in governing area (articles 113, 115, 124, 126, 128,307
129, 137, 138) the president with authority and various responsibilities; in legislating area (articles 62-64) the308
selection of representatives and the base of the representatives on behalf of the people; in the justice area (articles309
157, 161, 163, 173, 174) to acquired base of the Judiciary affairs; in the area of safeguarding the law (article 91)310
it is referred to the Guardian Council, in area of resolving the problems (articles 112) to the Nation’s Exigency311
Council, in the area of safeguarding the national interests and the national security (article 176) to Supreme312
Council for National Security. These articles shows whom the primary legislators of the constitution law and313
the nationas those who ratify it-have officially recognized. In the case of leadership, governing, legislation, Judge314
safeguarding of the law, resolving the problems and safeguarding the national interests and the national security,315
this area is a domain that can tolerate changes both in infrastructures and in the apparent methods and tools;316
because we are concerned here with proficiency, endurance, and efficiency and if it isn’t done as it must be done,317
the revision on the work of the past is a must. v. Functional consensus and Constitution law of the Islamic318
Republic of Iran Functional consensus is the consensus on the amount of the interfering or the participation of319
someone that the political-legal structure expects him a certain behaviors in participation links and giving order320
in hierarchical form (Ghamaei: ibid: 112).321

In the constitution law, the defined ranks are not let go for themselves. They have been asked for special322
behaviors and the expectation for putting them in to action has been declared, in the leadership area (articles 5323
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& 110) it was expected from the ruling juriconsultor, in the area of governing (articles 11, 121, 127, 132, 134, 136,324
137) from Executive power, in the broad sense of it, in the area of legislation (articles 67, 72, 76, 84, 90, 96, 97,325
113) from legislature power and all of the representatives of Assembly; in the area of Judgment(articles 160, 161,326
167, 170, 173, 174, 142, 158) from Judiciary and all of the related organizations; in the area of safeguarding of the327
laws of supervision and interpretation (articles 92, 98, 99), of the Guardian Council, in the area of resolving the328
problems (article 112), of the Nation’s Exigency Council; in the area of supervision on leader (articles 108 & 111);329
from experts Assembly, in the military affairs (articles 143, 147, 148, 150), from Army, the Islamic Revolution330
Guards Corps and the armed forces; in the area of public defense (articles 151and176) from all of the members of331
the society and Supreme Council for National Security, in the public affairs (articles 102, 104, 175) from Councils,332
the Radio and Television of the Islamic Republic of Iran and in the area of revision of the thoughts, functions333
and behaviors (article 177) the leader, Nation’s Exigency Council, the Council of revision and the nation are334
expected to behave well in relation to governing. Some should lead, some should govern, some should recognize335
the legal needs of the country, some should settle the disputes and spread the just and fair, some should supervise336
on the rules and the alternative selection choices, some should settle the disputes among the organizations, some337
should supervise on the leader, some should deal with the interior and foreign security and all of them should338
participate in executing public programs and revise themselves permanently.339

23 III. conclusion340

From Qur’an’s point of view the human factors are the linking factor of consensus among people and that is341
possible only in the shade of the firm faith and the strong beliefs. On the other hand, the belief can turn into a342
real and fixed and at the same time sacred unity only when it is around the axes of right, Justices and humanity343
and this is that feature that Islam has leaned on it for making a public consensus in the world and has set the344
One God as the criteria for the beliefs. So not only the Islamic consensus roots in the human hearts and leads345
to the unity of hearts, but also it has the result of the practical consensus and this case has not in congruity346
with nationalism. Of course nationalism in certain temporal conditions and in the positive sense is confirmed347
as far as it is the factor of consensus and solidarity of groups and the members of the society and serves to348
mutual understanding of people and helping the fellows, as far as it isn’t a barrier to consensus and solidarity349
among people and not create unnatural boundaries. The most important political unit of Islam that represents350
the concept of universal and public consensus of human being is the united Ummah or Islamic ummah. Ummah351
may involve different people and groups that have a common political aim and organization. Accordingly, it can352
be supposed that it is a special form of nationalism that universal nature and innateness of Islamic teachings353
and the dependence on the general political aim and organization of the society and its common benefits form354
its basis. The basis of such an Ummah is ”general consensus”; it means that even when people don’t have the355
same belief, they have the same aim, benefits and the organizations that provide that benefits and thus they356
have consensus. But about the constitution law and the social consensus the research has the following results:357

1. The individual and public identity of humans is unforgettable. The conventions of people with each other358
are for the observation of rights of his and others. Constitution law is the result of the convention. 2. Consensus359
is the result of norms, compromises, interaction and cooperation that is classified into 5 categories: conventional,360
value, cognitive, rank and functional. 3. Five consensuses assemble together and form a cone because each361
consensus has an epistemeological dependence.362

Conventional consensus has superiority on other consensus and its special function of it is determining the363
special function for other consensus. The foundation of conventional consensus is on homogeneity and recognition.364
Value consensus has the basic function of empowering and is based on accompaniment and similarity. The basic365
function of cognitive consensus is gathering and preventing of dispersion and on interaction and consensus. The366
basic function of rank consensus is equipping and preparation and is based on multiplication. The basic function367
of cons-ensus is duplication and management and is based on equality.368
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The Bases of the Social Consensus in Holy Quran and in Iran Constitution Law
6. ????? and ?????? mean
felicitation, greeting, secu-
rity
and peaceful existence.
Tabatabayee (1972:1984:
5) says:
The word ?????? repre-
sents expanding the peace,
health and security be-
tween two persons that
meet
each other. This peace and
security is equal for
both. ?????? in this sense
can cause consensus.
7. ?????? and ????? ????
?????? mean making link
between
people. By this means,
unity, solidarity and social
consensus come into being.
?ï»?”???? ???????
???????? ??????? ????
????ï»?”??????????????
? ??????? ????
?»?????????????
???????«? ???????
?ï»?”??????? ????????
????? And hold fast by
the covenant of Allah
all together and be not
disunited, and remember
the favor of Allah on you
when you were enemies,
then He united

Then He united your hearts so by His favor you
became brethren. (A’lay Imran: 103) « ??????????
???????? ??????? ???ï»?”????????????? ??????

Year
2014

your hearts so by His fa-
vor you became brethren,..
(A’lay

Our Lord! Forgive us and those of our brethren

Imran: 103) And in an-
other part, we see: «
??????? ????? ????
?»????? But Allah united
them. (Anfal: 63) II.

who had precedence of us in faith. (Hashr : 10)
?????? and ??????? mean general consensus, unity
and avoiding separation. It also represents unity
and is representative of destination and intention
in social, political and cultural life. ?????? and
??????? are among the fundamental aims of Holy
Qur’an that are being considered in it repeatedly.
For example: «... ??????? ????? ??????? ????? »
All people are a single nation. (Baghara: 213) 4.
???? and ??????? show affection, friendship and
closeness among people of a society, because

Volume
XIV
Is-
sue
IV
Ver-
sion
I

from the Islamic standpoint, without affection, so-
cial consensus is not desired for the members of a

(
C
)

society and it will be a mechanical and artificial
concept. 5. The words ?????? and ????? ????
mean putting one thing beside another thing so
that there is no distance between them (Motahhari:
1968: 6-7). It is used for spiritual closeness and non-
spritual closeness (local-temporal,..), friendship, af-
fection, unity, togetherness, help, controlling the
affairs,... This word and its derivatives have been
used in Holly Qur’an repeatedly. For example: ????
???????? ?????????? ???????? ?????? ????????
??????? ??????????? ??????????? » « ????????
And (as for) the believing men and the believing
women, they are guardians of each other; they enjoy

Global
Jour-
nal
of
Hu-
man
So-
cial
Sci-
ence
-

good and forbid evil,.. (Baraat: 71)
To explain this verse, Motahhari (ibid: 22) has
written:
The believing are close to each other and
because of this they help each other. They are
interested to each other’s destiny and in fact they
are
interested to their destiny that comprised a unity
so they
enjoying good and forbid evil.
© 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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